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Dear Client

Thank you for Purchasing our HTCFDK Battery Charge and

Discharge Tester. Please read the manual in detail prior to first

use, which will help you use the equipment skillfully.

Our aim is to improve and perfect the

company's products continually, so there may be

slight differences between your purchase equipment

and its instruction manual. You can find the changes

in the appendix. Sorry for the inconvenience. If you have further

questions, welcome to contact with our service department.

The input/output terminals and the test column

may bring voltage, when you plug/draw the test wire or

power outlet, they will cause electric spark. PLEASE

CAUTION RISK OF ELECTRICAL SHOCK!

Company Address:

 T4，No. 41, High-tech 2 Road，East Lake High-tech Development Zone，

Wuhan

 Sales Hotline: 86-27- 87457960

 After Service Hotline: 86-27- 87459656

 Fax: 86-27- 87803129

 E-mail: qiao@hvtest.cc
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 Website: www.hvtest.cc

 SERIOUS COMMITMENT

All products of our company carry one year limited warranty

from the date of shipment. If any such product proves defective

during this warranty period we will maintain it for free. Meanwhile

we implement lifetime service. Except otherwise agreed by

contract.

 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

Please read the following safety precautions carefully to avoid

body injury and prevent the product or other relevant subassembly

to damage. In order to avoid possible danger, this product can only

be used within the prescribed scope.

Only qualified technician can carry out maintenance or repair

work.

--To avoid fire and personal injury:

Use Proper Power Cord

Only use the power wire supplied by the product or meet the

specification of this produce.

Connect and Disconnect Correctly

When the test wire is connected to the live terminal, please do

not connect or disconnect the test wire.

Grounding

http://www.whhuatian.com
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The product is grounded through the power wire; besides, the

ground pole of the shell must be grounded. To prevent electric

shock, the grounding conductor must be connected to the ground.

Make sure the product has been grounded correctly before

connecting with the input/output port.

Pay Attention to the Ratings of All Terminals

To prevent the fire hazard or electric shock, please be care of

all ratings and labels/marks of this product. Before connecting,

please read the instruction manual to acquire information about the

ratings.

Do Not Operate without Covers

Do not operate this product when covers or panels removed.

Use Proper Fuse

Only use the fuse with type and rating specified for the product.

Avoid Touching Bare Circuit and Charged Metal

Do not touch the bare connection points and parts of energized

equipment.

Do Not Operate with Suspicious Failures

If you encounter operating failure, do not continue. Please

contact with our maintenance staff.

Do Not Operate in Wet/Damp Conditions.

Do Not Operate in Explosive Atmospheres.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/50025703/55/Do-Not-Operate-in-an-Explosive-Atmosphere
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Ensure Product Surfaces Clean and Dry.

－Security Terms

Warning: indicates that death or severe personal injury may

result if proper precautions are not taken

Caution: indicates that property damage may result if proper

precautions are not taken.
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1. Equipment features

UPSs are the most fundamental guarantee for equipment and network systems
with increasingly higher informatization and automation. For both AC and DC UPS
systems, batteries are extremely important by serving as emergency power supplies.
Batteries are in floating charge at ordinary time and serve as the only energy suppliers
for loads after AC power failure or any other emergencies.

We know that some batteries failure earlier because of poor materials or
structures, process defects, improper use, etc. For checks for the potential standby
durations and actual capacities of battery packs and normal operation of power
systems, battery packs should receive check discharge tests at regular intervals or
whenever necessary as specified in the maintenance regulations of power systems so
that the single batteries that have failed or tend to fail can be found and replaced early
to make sure the corresponding battery packs can operate normally or their expected
lives can be evaluated.

After years of efforts, we have successfully developed a line of extremely
intelligent and accurate battery pack capacity testers (“tester”) with help of our
exclusive technologies. The tester can serve as discharge loads and realize discharge
with the set constant currents by means of continuous control over discharge currents
when in the online mode. When the voltage of a battery pack or the voltage of a single
battery of it is smaller than the set lower limit of voltage, or the set discharge duration
or the set discharge capacity has reached during discharge, the tester will
automatically stop discharge and record the real-time data of all valuable and
continuous process during discharge.

The voltage information of single batteries monitored by the tester is subject to
wireless repeater access that is simple, secure and accurate.

The tester supports setup and data queries on its user-friendly man-machine
screens with help of menus; it saves the process data of discharge in its memory. The
process data can be read and unloaded via a data interface and analyzed through
special software on the host computer. Finally the desired curves and reports can be
generated.

1.1 Features when without monitoring function
 The PTC ceramic resistor avoids the red hot phenomenon, making the whole

discharge process safer;
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 The internal controller includes two CPUs for the highest safety, stability and
accuracy in testing so that a CPU can sound an alarm and shuts down the
tester upon failure of the other CPU;

 Thanks to the all electric isolation technology, the discharge part can still
operate normally in the case of strong electromagnetic interference or strong
power interference;

 The tester has a 2G memory and supports a U disk up to 32G;
 The tester has functions such as check capacity test, discharge suspension,

parallel load test and online compensated discharge for diversified
occasions;

 The tester can upload discharge data to a U disk via its USB interface and
import them to a host PC so that the data management software on the host
PC can analyze the discharge and generate corresponding data reports,
making data uploading easier;

 The tester is subject to intelligent single chip microcomputer ARM control
and has a 7″touch screen LCD supporting menu operation and Chinese and
English display;

 The tester supports automatic protection: When the set discharge duration or
the set discharge capacity has reached, or the voltage of battery pack is
smaller than the set minimum or the load wiring is abnormal, the tester will
automatically stop discharge, sound an alarm and record the shutdown
mode;

 The tester supports the setup of discharge stop conditions, including battery
pack’s final voltage, discharge capacity and discharge duration to make the
discharge test safe;

 The tester supports online compensated discharge and discharge tests for
batteries in online service with help of external pincerlike current sensors,
making discharge tests convenient. (This function is especially applicable to
an occasion with only one emergency battery pack.)

 The tester support the setup of charge termination conditions, including
reaching of the set charge duration or capacity, high total charge voltage,
high voltage of single battery, exceeding of the set charge current range, etc.

 The tester supports at most ten auto discharge-charge cycles because of its
activation function.

1.2 Features when with a monitoring function
 The PTC ceramic resistor avoids the red hot phenomenon, making the whole
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discharge process safer.
 The internal controller includes two CPUs for the highest safety, stability and

accuracy in testing so that a CPU can sound an alarm and shuts down the
tester upon failure of the other CPU.

 With the all electric isolation technology, the discharge part can still operate
normally in the case of strong electromagnetic interference or strong power
interference.

 The tester has a 2G memory and supports a U disk up to 32G.
 The tester has a single battery voltage acquisition accuracy of 0.05% and a

resolution of 1 mV.
 The tester has the following three wireless or wired communication modes:

wireless or RS485 communication between a wireless acquisition box and
the discharge main unit, which is for monitoring the voltage of each single
battery in real time; wireless or RS485communication between the host PC’s
software and a wireless monitoring module, which is for wireless monitoring
for the voltages of single batteries while the tester is not connected; RS485
communication between the host PC’s software and the charge and discharge
tester with help of a communication line, which is for remote discharge
control.

 The wireless acquisition box can monitor each battery, so it can monitor the
whole discharge process of a battery pack.

 The tester has easy installation, debugging and maintenance and high
stability and safety because its acquisition modules are isolated.

 The software on the host PC can analyze such recorded data as total voltage,
discharge current and single batteries’ voltages, generate corresponding data
reports, curves, graphs and reports indicating the battery pack performance
directly and support queries and printing of these contents.

 The tester can upload discharge data to a U disk via its USB interface and
import them to a host PC so that the data management software on the host
PC can analyze the discharge and generate corresponding data reports,
making data uploading easier.

 The tester is subject to intelligent single chip microcomputer ARM control
and has a touch screen LCD supporting menu operation and Chinese and
English display.

 The tester supports automatic protection: When the set discharge duration or
the set discharge capacity has reached, or the battery pack’s voltage is
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smaller than the set minimum or the load wiring is abnormal, the tester will
automatically stop discharge, sound an alarm and record the shutdown
mode.

 The tester support the setup of testing or discharge termination conditions,
including single battery voltage, battery pack’s voltage, discharge current
and discharge duration.

 The tester can record the discharge information of each single battery during
testing or discharge, such as total capacity, total voltage and total current of
the battery pack and voltage changes of the single battery with the minimum
voltage.

 The tester supports online compensated discharge and discharge tests for
batteries in online service with help of external pincerlike current sensors,
making discharge tests convenient. (This function is especially applicable to
an occasion with only one emergency battery pack.)

 The tester support the setup of charge termination conditions, including
reaching of the set charge duration or capacity, high total charge voltage,
high voltage of single battery, exceeding of the set charge current range, etc.

 The tester supports at most ten auto discharge-charge cycles because of its
activation function.
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Note: Please consult us about the testers of other voltage levels and current levels.
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2. Operating principles

2.1Battery measurement principle
Due to the complicated electrochemical reaction and different materials, structures,

manufacturing processes and operating conditions of batteries, the batteries produced by different
manufacturers have quite different features and even those produced by a single manufacturer may
have different features of single batteries. At present, there is no simple and effective method for
judging battery performance quickly and accurately in the world. The testing and failure
prediction of battery performance are still difficulties in the electrochemical measurement field.

For the fixed explosion-proof, acid-separated and lead-acid batteries once widely used in
fields such as electric power, communication, finance and traffic, their electrolyte densities, liquid
levels, temperatures and other data can be figured out by means of terminal voltage measurement.
However, the sealing and barren liquor design of valve-controlled lead-acid batteries makes it
difficult for us to figure out their status. Thus, the testing and maintenance methods for
acid-separated and lead-acid batteries are not applicable to valve-controlled batteries, which is a
difficulty in the current battery operation management.

At present, we usually measure the terminal voltages of batteries at ordinary time and do
check discharge capacity tests annually. We believe that:

1. For a battery in floating charge, its terminal voltage does not correspond to its capacity.
We know that even for a poor-performance battery in floating charge, its voltage can be found
acceptable in measurement. Therefore, for a battery, its terminal voltage measured in the floating
charge status does not indicate its actual performance.

2. Full-capacity discharge tests are still the most accurate and effective measurement method
for the actual capacities of battery packs.
We know that the capacity of a battery pack is the capacity of the single battery with the worst
performance in the battery pack. Therefore, to test a battery pack, just test its low single battery:
Capacity of the battery pack is capacity of the low single battery.

Discharge the battery pack with the specified constant current and monitor the voltage of
each single battery of it. When the voltage of any single battery has dropped to the final voltage,
the capacity of this single battery is the actual capacity of the battery pack. This method is
accurate and effective.

We also know that a battery has the following discharge curve.

According to the discharge curve above:
1. A single discharge curve indicates the same battery performance. The batteries of the same

manufacturer, formula and manufacturing process have the same characteristic curve (the
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dispersion in production is not considered).
2. Due to different capacities, the single batteries in a battery pack have discharge curves with

different discharge rates because they discharge at different rates because of their uniform
discharge current and different capacities.

2.2 Constant-current principle
The discharge circuit of the tester employs the PWM + PID closed-loop control technology based
on CPU control so that the power circuit can operate accurately with the set discharge current.

3. Operation instructions

3.1Operation of panel
See the figure below.

4. Test conditions

4.1 Operating conditions
There should be no corrosive, explosive or insulation-reducing gases or conductive dust close to
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the tester.

4.2 Connection between the tester and a battery pack
Insert the quick plug of the discharge wire into the quick socket of the tester (red: positive;

black: negative) and connect the other end of the discharge wire with two terminals of the battery
pack (red: positive; black: negative) and the voltage test wire with the tester’s total voltage test
interface and the battery pack’s positive and negative electrodes.

Connect the test wires of the single battery test module with the single batteries as shown in
the following figure.

The single battery test module has twelve red wires and one black wire. These wires are arranged
by length: the black wire is connected with the negative electrode of the first single battery and
other red wires are connected with the negative electrodes of each single battery in an orderly way.
The single battery test module is compatible with batteries with a voltage from 2V to 12V and has
an internal power supply.
The single battery test module has a voltage acquisition accuracy of ±0.05% and a resolution of
1mV.
If the single battery quantity is not 12 or any other integral multiple of it, have the unconnected
testing terminals shorted with the positive electrode of the last single battery as shown in the
following figure (with eight single batteries).

Note: The single battery test module has an internal power supply through wires 0# to 4# (inverse
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connection tends to burn the single battery test module), so it can monitor at least four single
batteries.

4.3 Online compensated discharge (operational function)
Each single battery pack is tested while not separated from the system. This test method is

especially applicable to an occasion with only one emergency battery pack.
For on online compensated test, a Hall element current clamp is necessary. Here below is the

wiring diagram.

The discharge current of the main unit is still set as the battery discharge current. The internal
load automatically decreases with the current value detected by the pincerlike current sensor to
realize constant-current discharge for the battery pack.

The host PC displays as below: current (25A) = battery pack discharge current (25A) = the
host PC’s internal discharge current (16A) + actual load current (9A). The actual load current
changes with the online voltage during online discharge, so the main unit’s internal discharge
current adjusts automatically to ensure constant-current discharge of the battery pack all the time.

(Note: In an online compensated discharge test, disable the rectifier or make its output
voltage zero, otherwise the discharge current will originate from the switching power supply.
Other operations are the same as those in the single battery test.)

5 Operation screens

Operate on the touch screen according to the prompts on it.
Turn on the power switch. After that, the touch screen displays a boot screen LOGO

including name and scope of application of the tester and logo, Chinese name and English name of
the manufacturer.

5.1 Boot screen
On the boot screen, click [Chinese] or [English] to enter the main menu as below.
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5.2 Main menu
Choose the desired submenus.

5.3 System setup
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[Battery pack type]: Select according to rated total voltage of the battery tested.
[Single battery type]: Select according to the measured rated voltage of each single battery.
[Storage location]: The internal memory or an external USB disk (Do not modify this parameter
during testing)
[Storage interval]: The interval of data recording (unit: s)
[Single battery communication mode]: Communication mode for the voltage acquisition of single
batteries: RS485 or wireless
[Single battery module quantity]: Quantity of the single battery modules connected and used in the
test system
[Master-slave mode]: Used as a master or a slave in the parallel operation
[Master/slave address]: The RS485 communication address when the tester is used as a slave in
parallel operation, or the communication address when the tester is used in remote discharge
[Single battery voltage acquisition]: Enabling or disabling of the single battery voltage acquisition
function (if this function is disabled, no single battery voltage acquisition will be done and the
function of shutdown upon low single battery voltage will be shielded.)
[Current sensor]: The current sensor in the instrument or external pincerlike current sensor in the
discharge test (if an external pincerlike current sensor is used, online compensated discharge can
be done for the battery pack)
[Remote discharge control]: If it is “ON”, remote control over the discharge current can be done
for the tester with help of the host PC software or remote equipment and such parameters as
voltage and current can be monitored in real time.
[USB status]: Real-time display of status of the external USB memory (whether it is inserted into
the tester or not)

5.4 System setup 2 screen
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[Current time]: Real-time display of the internal clock of the system (modifiable through the
“Modify” button)
[Single battery monitoring module address]: If the single battery voltage communication address
needs to be modified, enter the desired address when the single battery module and the tester are
in one-to-one connection via a RS485 bus and click “OK”. After modification, the status indicator
on the single battery module will flicker for five successive times with an interval of 500 ms.
[Maintenance password]: For use by the manufacturer or the after-sale service person

5.5 Test selection screen

[Discharge template] Select one of the six frequently used parameter templates entered in advance
for a discharge test. (This function can avoid frequent enter of parameters and improves work
efficiency greatly.)
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【Discharge test】for entering the discharge test screen
【Charge test】For entering the charge test screen
【Activation test】For entering the activation test screen

5.6 Discharge template
A discharge test can be done based on one of the six groups of discharge parameters set in the
tester in advance.

5.7 Template modification
User can modify the preset templates through the “Modify template” button. After “OK” is clicked,
the new template data will be saved to the Flash in the tester to avoid loss in power failure.
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5.8 Test parameters
After “Charge/discharge test” is selected, the system will first enter a test parameter setup screen
with the parameters after the previous modification by the user. User can click “OK” to enter the
“Discharge test” screen.

[Single battery voltage failure quantity] The times a single battery voltage is smaller than the
minimum single battery voltage during discharge (Discharge will stop when the set value is
reached. This function usually applies in the testing of scrapped batteries or the activation of new
batteries. It can be set as “1” in ordinary tests.)

5.9 Discharge test screen
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[Total voltage’s lower limit]: If the actual total voltage during discharge is smaller than the set
value, the system will shut down and sound an alarm.
[Single battery voltage’s lower limit]: If the actual single battery voltage during discharge is
smaller than the set value, the system will shut down and sound an alarm.
[Discharge capacity]: If the current discharge capacity during discharge is larger than the set value,
the system will shut down and sound an alarm.
[Discharge duration]: If the current discharge duration during discharge is larger than the set value,
the system will shut down and sound an alarm.
[Discharge current]: It is the set discharge current. If the actual discharge current deviates from the
set value and duration and direction of the deviation are different from the corresponding set
values of the system, the system will shut down and sound an alarm.
[Discharge status]: Real-time display of the discharge status, including “Discharge stopped”,
“Discharge in process” or “Discharge suspended”
[Begin to discharge/reset/discharge ended]: It is for controlling beginning and stop of the
discharge by the tester and resetting as well. After being reset, the tester will begin to discharge
automatically.
[Pause/Continue]: User can click this button at any time during discharge to switch to the pause
status. In the pause status, the tester does not discharge or reset values such as the current
discharge capacity and the current discharge duration but keep recording the related data. User can
click this button again to do a discharge test based on the original current discharge duration and
current discharge capacity.
[Stop cause]: The cause of discharge stop is displayed after discharge. “N/A” is displayed here
during discharge. The possible stop cause may be “Manual stop”, “Overcurrent stop”,
Overvoltage stop”, “Discharge current fault”, “Low single battery voltage”, “Low total voltage”,
“Discharge capacity completed”, “Discharge duration expired”, “Other fault” or
“Overtemperature fault”.
[Current voltage]: Real-time display of the total voltage of the test (unit: V)
[Present current]: Real-time display of the current value of the tester (unit: A)
[Current discharge capacity]: Real-time display of the current discharge capacity of the tester (unit:
Ah)
[Current discharge duration]: Real-time display of the current discharge duration of the tester (unit:
Min.)
[Minimum single battery voltage]: Real-time display of the minimum single battery voltage in the
battery pack

5.10 Charge screen
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【Charge voltage】 It is the open-circuit voltage output by the tester. Note: Due to the constant
current of the tester, it is normal that the “Present voltage” is smaller than the “Charge voltage”
during charge. The “Present voltage” increases gradually while the “Current current” decreases
gradually during charge. The battery stops charge upon the set conditions of charge termination.
【Charge current】It is the output current limit during charge. Note: Due to increase of the battery
voltage during charge, the “Present current” decreases gradually with the charge current till it is
smaller than the “Termination current”.
【Maximum total voltage】The tester will stop automatically when the actual total battery voltage
is larger than this value during charge.
【Maximum single battery voltage】The tester will stop automatically when the actual maximum
single battery voltage is larger than this value during charge.
【Charge capacity】 The tester will stop automatically when the present capacity is larger than
this value during charge.
【Charge duration】The tester will stop automatically when the present charge duration is larger
than this value during charge. Note: The unit of this value is minute (Min.).
【Termination current】The tester will stop automatically when the charge current decreasing
gradually with increase of the battery pack voltage during charge is smaller than this value.
【Present status】The present operating status and alarm status
【Start】It is for starting, stopping and resetting and supports real-time operation as prompted. For
example, when there is an alarm, this button displays as “Reset”; when the tester has stopped, this
button displays as “Start”; when the tester is operating, this button displays as “Stop”.

5.11Activation screen
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【Activation screen】The charge and discharge parameter setup on this screen has the same effect
as the parameter setup on the charge screen and the discharge screen.
【Circulation Times】It is number of the discharge-charge cycles. Five seconds after termination
of discharge when any discharge termination condition is met, charge starts; five seconds after
termination of charge when any discharge termination condition is met, discharge starts. However,
in the case of any alarm during charge or discharge, the tester will stop charge or discharge earlier
and exit the activation function.
“Start” button: It displays as “Stop” during activation, or “Start” in the stopped status, or “Reset”
when there is an alarm.

5.12 Data record screen

[Record number]: Number of the data in all data records
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[Record quantity]: The total number of data records
[File name]: Name of the data record
[Recording time]: The beginning time of data recording (accurate to second)
Note: Only the discharge data in the discharge test and the activation process are available here.
The host computer software supports analysis and report output for discharge data only.
Other parameters are omitted here.

5.13 Single battery monitoring screen
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This screen can display the single battery voltages acquired from all the single battery modules.
“Minimum single battery voltage 1” to “Minimum single battery voltage 6” refers to the
minimum single battery voltages among all the single battery modules. “Minimum single battery
voltage 1” is the minimum while “Minimum single battery voltage 6” is the maximum. The single
battery voltage can shield the batteries with a voltage smaller than 0.5V or the open-circuit or
shorted testing terminals automatically or, in other words, the voltages in these three cases are
excluded among the six minimum single battery voltages.
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6 Host PC software

6.1 [Data management] screen - [Test status] screen

After is clicked, a data record file dialog box will pop up. Find out the desired data record

file and click “OK”. The screen will display information of the data record.

6.2 [Data management] screen - [Curve display] screen
On this screen, user can select a single battery voltage curve and the total voltage curve to be
displayed.

6.3 [Data management] screen - [Single battery voltage bar chart]

screen
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This screen displays the final voltages of all single batteries in the form a bar chart. The bars
in blue refer to the voltages before discharge while the bars in red refer to the voltages after
discharge.

User can modify coordinate of the X axis manually according to the single battery quantity
for better display of the bar chart. If there are many single batteries, drag the horizontal slider at
bottom of the bar chart to display the whole bar chart. The X axis is in the automatic mode by
default.

6.4 [Data management] screen - [Form display] screen

【 Form display】All contents of the recorded data are displayed here by name and time for
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reference.

6.5 [Data management] screen - [Data report] screen

Information such as “Company name” needs to be entered manually. On the form titled “Single
battery conclusion”, each single battery will be classified and judged according to the four voltage
status set on left part of the screen. Single batteries can be manually marked in the “Note” column.
After that, click “Generate a report”. The above data will be entered to the preset report template
automatically for saving or printing by user.
6.6 Report and forms generated
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6.7 Remote discharge screen

[Remote discharge]: After the remote discharge function in the tester is enabled, a USB disk 485
communication line is connected to the host PC and the corresponding driver is installed, remote
testing can be done for the tester on this screen.
User can modify coordinate of the Y axis manually according to the actual voltage for better
display of the curve. The Y axis is in the automatic mode by default.

6.8 Wireless terminal screen

[Wireless terminal] screen (with a monitoring function):
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When the host PC is connected with the “USB wireless terminal”, the single battery voltages can
be monitored here in real time.
Step 1: Select the COM number of the USB module in the field under “Select USB wireless serial
port”;
Step 2: Enter actual quantity of the monitoring modules.
Step 3: Select the wireless or wired RS485communication mode.
[Set module address] Connect a telephone line with a 4-core crystal plug at each end of it with a
USB wireless single battery voltage acquisition module separately and click the “Start to set”
button on right part of the screen to set the module address. After that, the indicator on the single
battery module will flicker for five successive times quickly.
Note: Before the setup, the single battery module must have been powered on or. In other
words, it must have been connected to the single batteries.

6.9 Curve display

[Single battery curve selection] Select the desired curve of the voltage of a single battery or the
desired curve of the minimum single battery voltage through the drop-down list.
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7 Troubleshooting

No. Fault Solution

1 All the single batteries of a single

battery module have a zero voltage.

Inspect wiring of the wireless module.

2 The first three single batteries of a

wireless module have a zero voltage.

The wiring is inverse. Start from the

negative electrode, from 0# to 12#.

3 The module indicator is lit; the single

batteries fail in receiving data.

Correct the module quantity on the

tester and make the module address

range correct.

4 The module indicator does not remain

lit but is flickering.

The module needs at least four single

batteries (numbered as “0” to “4”).

5 The buzzer sounds when the discharge

cable is being connected.

The discharge cable is inversely

connected.

6 The discharge current is normal; the

voltage does not drop.

The battery pack is not separated from

the system.

7 The discharge current is out of control. Inspect and make sure the internal and

external current sensors are correct.

8 The discharge current is abnormal. Switch on the air circuit breaker. Make

sure the discharge PCB is connected,

the battery capacity is not small and the

discharge current is not small.

9 Overtemperature Inspect and make sure the tester is

correctly placed and inspect the

ventilation and the heat flow direction.
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10 There is a current after the air switch

is switched on following power-on.

Send the discharge PCB to its

manufacturer to be repaired because it

is possible that it is burned.

11 Failure of data saving Restart the tester. Do not switch

between internal storage and external

storage during discharge.
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